User’s guide of Hekinan Skateboard Park
Precautions for use

Prohibited matter（If

●Priority is given here to skateboarding, BMX (No metal bar ends, pegs

you may required for repair cost.）

the facility is intentionally damaged,

and pedals) and inline skating. If you do not have these users, you

●Use of equipment that could damage the facility.

can use other sports as long as the facility is not damaged.

●Acts that causing trouble on others

●Please be considerable of each users when you use.

●Fishing, Eating, Drinking, and Smoking on-site

●When using the facility, we recommend the use of protective gear such

●Acts that stain facilities, such as graffiti or stickers

as helmets and protectors.

●Bring in obstacles without permission

●We are not responsible for any injuries or accidents in the facility.

●Enter into the sea side which is behind the fall prevention fence

●Please keep in mind the use according to your own skill, and do not

●Wax application to Bowls and Down rails.

overdo the challenge and dangerous use.
● When

children

under

elementary

school

age

use,

we

recommend

accompanied by parents.

Usage restrictions
●You may not be able to use when events are being held here.

●We are not responsible for any loss or theft here.

●Facility may not be available in case of maintenance or maintenance.

●You cannot pick up equipment that has fallen into the sea. Please use

●If the road surface is wet due to rain or high tide, etc., please

it with care not to drop it.

refrain from using it as it is dangerous.

●Please take garbage home with you. Let's use here neatly together.

●If the facility is damaged, stop using it and contact the following
address.

Emergency contact
Accidents and injuries / Hekinan Fire Station Emergency119
Facility damage

/ Hekinan City Hall

0566-95-9910

We appreciate your cooperation to keep this facility can be used longer.

